Government Direct
A Prospectus for the Electronic Delivery of Government Services

FOREWORD

by the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and Cabinet Minister for Public Service

Over the past 15 years Britain has been at the forefront of public service reform with the creation of “Next Steps” Executive Agencies and the establishment of the Citizen’s Charter and Deregulation Initiative. This Green Paper marks the beginning of a new phase of equally radical and wide ranging reform which will build on the existing programmes.

It will be founded on the new possibilities offered by information technology, and it will learn from the way that these are starting to be harnessed by other governments and the private sector. It will change fundamentally and for the better the way that government provides services to citizens and businesses. Services will be more accessible, more convenient, easier to use, quicker in response and less costly to the taxpayer. And they will be delivered electronically.

These will be better services and they will be different. The purpose of this Green Paper is to explain the Government’s vision of what is possible, and to start a debate which will help everybody to get the most out of this new phase of public service reform, by ensuring that the new forms of service are aligned as far as is practicable to what the public wants.

As the Minister for Public Service I find the prospect of delivering services electronically direct to the public - of “Government Direct” - enormously exciting, and I hope that you will too. I believe that it will help to bring government closer to the individual and give citizens and businesses more control over their dealings with government. I hope that you will reflect on the prospectus set out in this Green Paper and, by giving us your views, help us to get the best out of Government Direct for everyone.
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Over the past 20 years information technology, or IT, has transformed everyday life. Whenever we obtain money from a cash machine at a bank or building society, whenever our purchases are passed through the laser scanner at a supermarket checkout, whenever we pay for a purchase with a credit or debit card, whenever a travel agent books a holiday for us with a major travel company, or whenever we make a call from a mobile phone, we are using powerful examples of modern information technology.

1.2 Government too has made extensive use of information technology, which now supports services to the public across the full range of government functions. However, unlike the examples from the private sector, government information technology is usually hidden from public view. In most cases, citizens or businesses who deal with government are expected to fill in paper forms and send or take them to a place where the information they contain can be fed into a computer. After processing, the response from government is printed out on paper and sent back through the post.

1.3 Information technology now makes it possible for citizens and businesses to deal directly with government if they wish to do so. As subsequent sections of this Green Paper will show, this will give them access to services with quicker - sometimes immediate - responses, which are available in more convenient places and at more convenient times. To draw a parallel with the private sector: in order to withdraw money from a bank or building society it was once necessary to fill in a cheque or a withdrawal slip, and take it to the counter when the bank or building society was open. Now, for those customers who choose, money can be withdrawn from a cash machine without form-filling, at any time of the day or night, seven days a week. The Government wants to bring the same or better levels of convenience to the services that it delivers directly to individual citizens and to businesses in the UK.

1.4 This Green Paper sets out a prospectus - a strategy - for a new way of delivering central government services across the United Kingdom. These services include providing information, collecting taxes, granting licences, administering regulations, paying grants and benefits, collecting and analysing statistics, and procuring goods and services. The Government intends to collaborate with Local
Authorities in the delivery of services wherever possible. The strategy also includes new ways of working and sharing information between government departments and agencies which would improve efficiency.

1.5 The new forms of service delivery will be more efficient, more accessible and more convenient and they will also appear quite different from the arrangements we are all used to. They will only work if a substantial proportion of the public (both businesses and citizens) find the new forms of service delivery attractive. The Government wants, as far as is practicable, to tailor the new types of service to public demand. The purpose of this Green Paper is to seek public reaction to the service delivery arrangements it describes. Throughout the paper questions are posed to indicate the issues on which the Government would particularly welcome comment; but reaction on any of the material in the Paper is also welcome. Immediately after the Green Paper is launched, the Government will initiate a series of pilot schemes, so that members of the public can try the new forms of service delivery for themselves. Their reactions will shape the arrangements which are eventually launched on a national scale.

1.6 This Green Paper is addressed in the first instance to those who act as representatives of the general public, both citizens and businesses. Copies are available on sale from HMSO and its agents. The Green Paper can also be accessed via the World Wide Web at http://www.open.gov.uk/citu/cituhome.htm.

1.7 If you would like to give the Government your views on the proposals set out in this Green Paper you can do it in any of the following three ways:

by post to:

Matthew Bishop
Central IT Unit
Cabinet Office, Office of Public Service
Hampton House
20 Albert Embankment
London SE1 7TJ
or by fax to:

Matthew Bishop  
Central IT Unit  
Cabinet Office, Office of Public Service  
fax number: (0171)-238-2006

or by e mail to:

greenpaper@citu.gov.uk

1.8 Please supply your name and address, so that the Central IT Unit can contact you if anything in your response needs clarifying. Please also indicate which government services are of particular interest to you and, if you are commenting as a representative of the public, who you represent and (if appropriate) the name of the representative body and the scale and nature of its membership.

1.9 Your comments should reach the Central IT Unit no later than 7th February 1997.
LOOKING AT OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

IT and Government Now

2.1 For many years government has made extensive use of computers to improve the efficiency of its services. Computers have improved accuracy and response times, and have benefited the taxpayer by reducing government costs. The following are a few examples chosen from many.

**Citizen’s Charter Unit - Local Performance Guide CD-ROM**
Under the Charter, performance information on a range of public services (e.g. schools, hospitals, councils) is published every year. In order to make it more accessible, the Charter unit has produced a CD-ROM which contains performance information for the whole UK. The system is very easy to use, and is available free to members of the public.

**Department of Social Security**
Technical enhancements to the national unemployment benefits system (NUBS2) saved an estimated 8 million pieces of paper and removed the need for 1.5 million phone calls.

**Benefits Agency**
The use of bar coded benefit order books in 1,465 London post-offices over its first year resulted in savings estimated at £50 million; recovery of lost or stolen order books rose from 23% to 85%.

**Interdepartmental Office Automation**
A pilot project linking twelve local authorities, MAFF, OFT, and LACOTS (the Local Authority Co-ordinating Body on Food and Trading Standards) using well defined electronic messages to transmit information, has produced average savings of 76% and reduced error rates, in some cases, from 70% to zero.

**Medical Investigation Computer System (MEDICS)**
The DVLA MEDICS system deals with information about people whose medical history may affect their ability to drive. It converts paper documents received from doctors and the public into images which are stored on a computer. The system has reduced the time needed to deal with cases and made it possible to deal more quickly with telephone queries.

**DVLA Optical Character Recognition/Intelligent Character Recognition (OCR/ICR)**
Vehicle licensing documents previously dealt with manually are now processed automatically and more cheaply, using equipment that reads not only pre-printed but also handwritten information.

**HM Land Registry**
Computerisation of land register records has enabled HM Land Registry to process registrations more quickly and efficiently, and to provide a fast reliable and friendly telephone information service to the public.

2.2 Recently government has been putting more and more information onto the World Wide Web. The site, managed by the Central Computer and
Telecommunications Agency (CCTA), at http://www.open.gov.uk/, has been widely acclaimed.

**The Government Information Service**
The Government Information Service (CGIS) on the World Wide Web provides access to information about more than 300 public sector organisations. It contains details as diverse as press releases and basic contact details for all the major departments of state. One of the many awards it has received is the 1996 Networking Industry Award for the best use of networking products and services. It has been voted amongst the world’s top 5% of web sites by the US POINT Corporation and it has been given a four star rating by the US Magellan Corporation. It has been visited more than 20 million times since it came into existence in November 1994.

2.3 Among the many items on this Web site is the new self-assessment income tax form.

**Self-assessment income tax form**
The Inland Revenue’s electronic lodgement service will soon enable taxpayers agents, such as accountants or tax advisors, to lodge self assessment tax returns electronically through a secure gateway direct to the Inland Revenue’s systems. Eventually it is expected that all citizens will be able to file their returns with the Inland Revenue, either from their own home, or perhaps from a public access terminal.

2.4 A number of other government departments and agencies are also experimenting with, and implementing, the direct delivery of services to the public via electronic media, as these examples show.

**Automated First Registration and Licensing - AFRL**
Following a successful pilot in Bristol, motor dealers can register new cars through DVLA’s Automated First Registration and Licensing (AFRL) Project. Information from the vehicle Manufacturer and new owner is assembled in the dealership and transferred electronically to DVLA. Dealers issue tax discs on their own premises, eliminating the need for journeys to the Agency’s Vehicle Registration Offices.

**Integrated Government Information**
The Inland Revenue, Contributions Agency and HM Customs and Excise already make information such as public notices for the citizen available in electronic form, via the Internet. This includes an e-mail facility so that users can comment directly on the service. The three departments also provide integrated information via a World Wide Web page which brings together information on tax, National Insurance Contributions and VAT.

**HM Customs and Excise, Customs Handling of Import and Export Freight (CHIEF)**
HM C&E has developed CHIEF, an automated system for handling trade declarations for non-EC traffic. Importers, exporters or their agents may connect their IT systems directly to CHIEF, thus obtaining faster clearance of goods and the benefit of automated services such as duty calculation. The automation of Customs declaration processes has reduced error rates from about 15% to 3%, and has enabled Customs to discharge its responsibilities more effectively, efficiently and economically.

**MAFF - Ear Tag System**
Farmers can access MAFF computer systems to obtain their own unique batches of Ear Tag numbers for identifying their cattle.

**Patent Office**
Since November 1995 the Patent Office has been running a pilot service giving customers electronic access to the Office’s databases for information on patents, trade marks and designs. A full service will be available shortly.

**HM Land Registry**
Legal and Financial institutions in the City and elsewhere in the UK enjoy instant access to the Land Registry’s database via its Direct Access Service network.

**DVLA - Insurance links**
Every year DVLA answers over 200,000 enquiries from motor insurance companies which are used to settle claims and detect fraud. An increasing number of these enquiries is now being answered electronically.

**Ordnance Survey**
Superplan Plotting System is recognised as the world’s most advanced mapping system. It provides up-to-the-minute, site-centred mapping to customers from agents in towns throughout the country. The agents are supplied with mapping data by means of overnight electronic delivery from the central database at Ordnance Survey HQ in Southampton. Customised plots can be output to almost any combination of plot area, size, scale and map specification. An Area Measurement Service is also available.

**DVLA - Vehicle Fleets**
Companies who operate large fleets of vehicles will soon be able to relicense (tax) their vehicle electronically rather than with a paper form. A pilot is currently under way with Cowie Interleasing.

**IT and the Public**

2.5 The Government has recently launched two initiatives to help people to adapt to the changing opportunities and demands of the information revolution. In February 1996 the Government launched an initiative under the Information Society banner, aimed in particular at small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). This brings together within a single framework a range of activities and support programmes for the business community. The initiative is designed to raise awareness, to demonstrate the practical benefits of adopting new technologies, and to spread best practice.

2.6 The Government places training and education in IT skills high on its agenda. The UK has the highest ratio of personal computers to pupils in schools in the world, equalled only by the United States of America. In November 1995 the Government launched Superhighways in Education, a £10 million programme of projects to explore the potential benefits of information superhighway technology in education.

2.7 The Government will soon launch a programme aimed at bringing familiarity with information technology to people who are beyond the scope of these existing schemes.
2.8 These initiatives exploit the world-class telecommunications infrastructure which has been built in the UK, and which benefits the nation as a whole. It is continuing to be developed by the private sector as a result of the Government’s policies on deregulation and competition. Some £5 billion a year is now being spent on improving the UK’s infrastructure, around half by BT and the other half by a wide range of BT’s emerging competitors. The cable communications companies alone plan to invest a total of £10-12 billion on infrastructure in the UK in this decade. Cable networks will pass most homes by the year 2000, and radio technologies are likely to be capable of providing commercial high capacity links to more remote areas in the next few years.

**IT and the Technology Foresight Programme**

2.9 The Technology Foresight Programme was announced in the 1993 White Paper on Science Engineering and Technology "Realising our Potential". It brings together senior industrialists, scientists and engineers with Government to identify markets and technologies likely to emerge in the next 10-20 years. A common theme across all sectors of the economy has been the importance of IT and communications.

| The Technology Foresight Programme has highlighted the importance of IT to fields including the leisure and learning, retail and distribution, financial services, and health and life sciences sectors. In the future IT will provide new opportunities and challenges that will affect every single industry and organisation, affecting many aspects of our daily life. Many consumer and business services will use IT as the normal delivery mechanism. There will be real, and sometimes quite radical, changes in the way in which we do business and we will also see the development of new businesses as a result of the application of the technologies. A major activity for the next round of Foresight - "ITEC into Everything" - will be to look in more detail at these changes for different sectors of the economy. |
LOOKING AROUND THE WORLD

3.1 Around the world other governments are using information technology to deliver more convenient, more accessible and more efficient services. This section gives examples. The projects described have been selected from many which are being implemented.

Australia

3.2 The effectiveness of the service given to job seekers, by the Department of Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs, has been improved significantly by the use of IT. An important example has been the introduction of touch screens in the Job Centres. Between January and April 1996, 2250 touch screen units were installed in 320 Job Centres throughout Australia. The screens enable job seekers to search interactively all the jobs in the national jobs database maintained by the Commonwealth Employment Service.

3.3 The touch screens have provided job-seekers with a feeling of empowerment and a sense of real control over their job search. This will greatly assist Job Centres in promoting a more efficient and mobile labour market.

3.4 The Australian social welfare system has benefited considerably from its investment in IT. This investment has improved the efficiency of services and has enabled a more proactive style of benefit delivery. This has been aided by sympathetic use of data comparison to check the information given by individuals on different occasions when making claims. If this process of data comparison reveals discrepancies (e.g. in numbers of dependants, income, or allowable outgoings) then the discrepancy is investigated. If it is an innocent mistake then the records are amended and no further action is taken. If no satisfactory explanation is provided then consideration is given to further investigation and possibly prosecution.

New Jersey, USA

3.5 At Newark International Airport in New Jersey, USA, a pilot immigration control trial started in May 1993. It is called INSPASS (Immigration and Naturalization Service Passenger Accelerated Service System). The system is a means
of improving passenger throughput at airports by reducing the time taken to leave the airport. If successful the system will help cope with the increasing numbers of travellers to the US which are expected to double over the next decade. Soon afterwards the system was installed at JFK in New York and Canada's Toronto airport.

3.6 INSPASS uses a machine-readable credit card-sized plastic card which may be issued to US citizens and frequent visitors. The system verifies the traveller’s identity each time the card is used, using a three-dimensional image of the traveller’s hand geometry stored on the card. On arrival, the traveller goes directly to an INSPASS kiosk at passport control. A remote computer checks the validity of the INSPASS card, and compares the traveller’s hand with the template stored on their INSPASS card. A central computer monitors the system performance. The entire passport control and verification process takes at most 30 seconds. So far, over 173,000 inspections have been made. The incidence of fraud has remained consistently near zero.

Spain

3.7 In Spain, the Vereda project provides self service to the public through touch-sensitive, multimedia terminals. The terminals are located in public places, and allow access to information and services from a wide range of organisations. These include both public and private sector organisations, providing information on things such as insurance, financial and entertainment services, as well as public administration. The Vereda terminals are simple to use. 90% of their functions can be used without a keypad, and each terminal can respond in several European languages.

3.8 The Spanish Social Security is using a new system to help the administration of benefit payments - the TASS project. The new system allows people direct access to information, provides new services, and improves the administration of benefits payments. For the time being, benefits are still paid through the existing Spanish Social Security system rather than the new system. To prevent impersonation, people may choose to uniquely identify themselves to the system using a Smart Card. This is a plastic card containing a computer chip. Part of the information stored on the computer chip is an individual’s finger print. The terminal examines the finger image
of a citizen before giving information such as their work history and benefit entitlement.

**California, USA**

3.9 A successful pilot scheme has been run in Tulare County, California to enable welfare benefit claimants to make their applications using terminals with touch-sensitive screens. The system was designed to be easily used by people with low literacy levels (and those whose language of choice is not English - for example, those first language is Spanish). The system was able to check claims automatically for consistency and plausibility and ask the claimant to look again at any areas which appeared to contain errors. The system was also able to make a preliminary assessment of whether the claimant was likely to be eligible, together with its reasoning, and forward the claim to a caseworker for a final decision to be made. A pilot project along similar lines has also been run in Illinois, USA.

**New Brunswick, Canada**

3.10 In New Brunswick a range of government services is being provided in new experimental ways. These include: “one-stop-shop” government offices in which counter staff use IT systems designed to carry out a wide range of government transactions; public access terminals using touch-sensitive screens; and services provided to the home by telephone or personal computer. Electronic service delivery is cheaper than paper-based arrangements, and customers receive certain kinds of electronic services at a discount from the normal price.

**Singapore**

3.11 In Singapore, an extensive and well-established arrangement exists for the electronic delivery of government services to businesses. All individuals as well as business tax payers may arrange with their banks for payment of taxes (including Income Tax, Goods and Services Tax, and Custom Duties) via electronic funds transfer to the revenue departments.

3.12 Members of the public can also access the Electronic Valuation List for information on property ownership and tax assessment. Lawyers handling
conveyances of properties can send in their searches and receive their replies electronically.

3.13 Businesses have direct access to a wide range of government databases. These include access to financial highlights, accounting ratios and other information about any company registered in Singapore.

3.14 All trade and customs documentation for goods flowing through the airport and port of Singapore are processed electronically by the relevant Singapore government authorities. Payments of the necessary duty and other incidental charges are also made electronically.

SETTING A STRATEGIC DIRECTION

4.1 The Government is determined that the methods of direct service delivery which information technology is now making possible, should be harnessed in the UK in order to:

- provide better and more efficient services to businesses and to citizens
- improve the efficiency and openness of government administration, and
- secure substantial cost savings for the taxpayer

4.2 It is the Government’s intention to provide services, delivered electronically, which will be of world standard in quality, efficiency and value for money.

4.3 As governments across the world from Canada to Denmark have found, achieving these aims requires a strategic approach which looks across the whole of government. To provide such a strategic view the Government set up the Central IT Unit in the Office of Public Service, Cabinet Office, in November 1995. The unit reports to the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, the Minister with day-to-day responsibility for the Civil Service.

4.4 In February 1996 the Prime Minister announced the establishment of a new Ministerial Group to identify and take forward significant cross-departmental initiatives in information technology, to ensure that developments in the field are exploited to the full in the national interest. The Group is chaired by Lord Cranborne, the Lord Privy Seal.
4.5 Many Local Authorities are working towards similar goals, often in association with Business Links, Training and Enterprise Councils and the private sector. The Government welcomes these initiatives, and intends to collaborate wherever possible so that unified delivery of services can be achieved, without compromising the proper autonomy of local government.

*How valuable would it be to have unified service delivery from different levels and types of Government body?*

4.6 The Government is also discussing with the authorities in both Houses of Parliament how Information Technology might be used to support the flow of information between Government and Parliament.

**SETTING OUT THE PRINCIPLES**

5.1 The Government believes that its strategy should provide electronic services which are cost effective and affordable, and which conform to the following set of principles:-

**Choice**

5.2 The strategy should aim to make electronic direct delivery of services the preferred option for the majority of government’s customers (both citizens and businesses). However, it is likely that there will always be people who are either not willing or not able to use such services. These groups should retain the option of a traditional face-to-face, telephone or paper-based service.

**Confidence**

5.3 The strategy should safeguard information collected from citizens and businesses and be seen to do so. The customer should be able to understand how this is achieved, should have access to their own data, and should be confident that personal and other sensitive information is protected, and is kept and used in accordance with the principles of data protection law.
Accessibility

5.4 The strategy should ensure that the opportunities afforded by information technology are used to simplify interactions between government and the public, providing, as far as possible, services which are available how, where and when the customer requires them. This could include the provision of an electronic “one-stop-shop” for multiple government services, convenient public access terminals, and out of office hours (perhaps 24-hour) service. Accessibility and ease of use will be particularly important to, for example, people in remote areas, people with limited mobility and people whose language of choice is not English.

Efficiency

5.5 The strategy should support the streamlining and integration of processes across the boundaries between government departments and agencies, so that those boundaries are invisible to the customer. It should also provide for the simplification and automation of routine processes, so as to reduce the need for manual operations and paper-handling, particularly in the areas of information transfer and dissemination. The strategy should also enable those dealing with government to obtain near instantaneous responses wherever practicable, and in cases where there is necessarily a delay, for customers to be able to obtain electronic progress reports on the handling of their cases.

Rationalisation

5.6 The strategy should provide for the sharing of resources for functions and processes which are common to more than one department or agency, thus reducing costs and simplifying systems. Similarly, information that is needed by more than one department should be shared, where this is legally permissible.

Open Information

5.7 The strategy should rest on a clear commitment to make information of all kinds available electronically. This should cover the whole range of government information, barring that which needs to be withheld to protect personal or commercial confidentiality or in the public interest. Government should organise its
information holding systematically so that publicly-available data is readily accessible electronically, in forms which will assist the improvement of UK competitiveness and open government.

Fraud Prevention

5.8 The strategy should ensure that public funds are protected from fraud. Measures should be included to establish the identity of individuals and organisations dealing with Government, and to ensure that information cannot be incorrectly accessed or manipulated. Many of these measures will coincide with those required to support the principle of confidence.

Are these the right principles on which to found the strategy?

APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES

Where We Are Now

6.1 While computerisation has already enabled great strides to be made in efficiency, government departments still mostly communicate with the public using paper. This situation is shown in Figure 1. The vertical columns represent different Government departments and agencies, each of which has one or more separate systems to support independent government processes, such as the payment of income tax and VAT, the issuing of vehicle licences, and the claiming and payment of social security benefits. The woman represents the individual citizen or business, and the picture shows the stream of paper which currently flows between the Government and the public.

Figure 1: As we are

Enhancing Customer Service

6.2 A key component in achieving the aims of the Government’s strategy is to provide the public (both businesses and citizens) with the opportunity to send and receive, over electronic terminals, the information that currently passes between them and government on paper. In the case of businesses which already own at least one
personal computer, information would be sent and received using a personal computer connected to a telephone line or high capacity datalink. Larger businesses would be able to link their information systems directly with those of government, so that routine information could pass automatically without manual intervention. (This is already done in some areas, for example to speed the customs clearance of goods at ports).

6.3 In the case of the individual citizen, special easy-to-use terminals with touch-sensitive screens, would be made available in places such as libraries, post offices and shopping centres. For some services, a telephone call centre may be provided, rather similar to those currently used for telephone banking.

6.4 Those who own personal computers will, of course, be able to use them to deal with government in much the same way as businesses. As the market for interactive services in the home expands (providing, for example, video on demand and electronic shopping), domestic terminals could be used to deliver government services. Such terminals might take the form of an ordinary domestic television set, linked to cable or satellite services or simply to a telephone line, perhaps through a “set-top box”.

6.5 Whichever means is used, businesses and citizens will progressively have access to a wide range of government services. The terminal in the home or in the place of work could, in due course, provide an electronic “one-stop-shop” for government services, available 24 hours a day, seven days a week where appropriate, and offering as near to instant response as practicable.

6.6 This new arrangement for service delivery is shown diagramatically in Figure 2. Note that the systems which were originally independent, retain their separate identity. The Government has no intention of merging all the personal or sensitive information held on an individual or a business into a single database. The triangle sitting on top of the columns represents a new infrastructure, which will provide the link between the systems for particular services and the individual citizen or business.

6.7 The Government expects this infrastructure to be privately owned, but will ensure high levels of service quality through carefully monitored and incentivised contracts. Government departments and agencies would contract for the electronic
delivery of their services, just as today they might contract with the Royal Mail for the delivery of paper.

What are the implications of delivering government services electronically direct to the public?

Where might public access terminals be most conveniently located?

How important are electronic “one stop shops”, twenty four hour access and near instantaneous response?

Figure 22: As we might be

Delivering Efficiency through Rationalisation

6.8 Once government systems are linked together for the purpose of service delivery, it becomes possible to achieve additional efficiency improvements through the use of common services. For example, most of the systems which currently support the provision of government services need to maintain databases of customer names and addresses. Most people in the United Kingdom appear on more than one such database and some appear on many. Systems which are linked to provide a “one-stop-shop” could share a common address database which listed all addresses used by people. This would not only provide economies which would benefit us all as taxpayers, but would also improve the service government provides: it would only be necessary to tell government once when we changed address, for example. This proposal would only apply to information which is already held in a multiplicity of government departments and the aim would be to improve efficiency by reducing duplication.

6.9 At present there are legal restrictions which would inhibit the sharing of data between departments in some cases. The Government will consider whether legislation would be necessary or appropriate to allow sharing of data.

6.10 There are other ways in which the linking of currently separate government information technology systems can bring benefits to the public and the taxpayer. One is by reducing the need to pass paper between government departments - for example, for the purpose of policy co-ordination. This would be achieved by the provision of a
secure government-wide electronic mail system. A gateway to this system would allow government departments to exchange information with the public by e-mail and gain access to commercial information services. This would deliver improvements in efficiency and service quality.

6.11 It is also possible to provide special information networks to link areas of government where there are heavy information flows. For example, projects already exist to link the elements of the criminal justice system electronically, so that paper files which currently pass between the police, the prosecution service, courts, the prison service, the probation service, lawyers in private practice, and other agencies, would be replaced by secure arrangements for accessing and using the information electronically. This will produce a more efficient criminal justice system, saving money, reducing administrative errors and ensuring the timely provision of information.

6.12 The addition of the extra connections between government departments and agencies are shown as two extra bars in Figure 3, one of which links all government departments to provide general electronic communication, while the other links only selected departments for specific purposes, such as improving the efficiency of the criminal justice system.

*What are the implications of service rationalisation?*

*What kinds of information would it be convenient to be able to tell government only once?*

*What are the implications of sharing data between government departments?*

*What benefits would follow from the wider use of e-mail for communication between government and the public?*

**Figure 33: As we might be**

**Providing Access to Information**

6.13 There are yet further ways in which linking government information technology systems together can benefit the nation. To do its everyday business, government amasses enormous quantities of data about a wide range of aspects of our
national life. Much of this data is sensitive for personal, commercial, legal, or other reasons and must be held securely by government and not disseminated further. But much information (particularly statistics) can be derived from this data and made widely accessible, without revealing facts about individual people or organisations. There is also information that is not sensitive in its original form and which can and should be published.

6.14 It is the Government’s intention that as much as possible of this information should be made available electronically and be organised, perhaps using a geographical database, so as to make it easy to draw together data from different sources.

6.15 The Government believes that the provision of such an information service, probably on the basis of a partnership between government and the private sector, has the potential to improve UK national competitiveness. To take one example from the business domain: if it were possible to access information on particular locations in the UK, and quickly obtain information on their transport infrastructure, local labour market conditions, environmental planning guidelines and the availability of special grants, then this might increase still further the UK’s attractiveness to inward investment. The Inward Investment Bureau of the DTI have already developed a system along these lines for use by them and their Agency partners in the UK aimed at improving the quality and speed of information they provide to potential inward investors.

6.16 An information service would also be likely to help the national economy by encouraging the development of new, commercial, information products based on government information. The Government is actively considering the future management of Crown copyright, with a view to developing a climate which encourages the growth of new information services.

_Are any difficulties caused by the present Crown Copyright arrangements and if so how might they be reduced or removed?_

6.17 There would also be benefits to open government. By making more accessible the information which is used in the development of Government policy, the
information service would allow the citizen to be more fully involved in the democratic process.

What government information should be made available to the public electronically and in what form?

6.18 Under the Citizen’s Charter, wide availability of information on public services, such as police or fire services, allows people to find out more about the services and ask questions about their performance. Such information is already made freely available on a CD-ROM, and would also be made available via public access terminals or via terminals in homes or places of work. The Government has announced that all departments and agencies will put their complaints procedures on the Internet, so that people can find out more easily how their complaint will be dealt with. The Government will also set up a page on the World Wide Web to allow people to make complaints and suggestions about public services electronically.

How can the electronic provision of information best support the principles of the Citizen’s Charter?

Testing the Strategy Through Pilots

6.19 Many of the systems and services described above would be radically different from those which exist at present, and it is not possible to be sure which kind of service delivery approach would best suit the citizen or business. Nor is it possible to quantify exactly how great the efficiency improvements would be within government. It will be necessary to try out new ideas and modify them as experience and technology develop.

6.20 The Government therefore proposes to initiate a series of pilot projects designed to test customer reaction, and to measure efficiency and service quality improvements. The pilots will include the provision of information and other services through public access terminals and, via telephone and other telecommunications networks, to homes and businesses. Some of the pilots will build on activities already being undertaken by government departments. Many will involve the private or voluntary sector or both, and all will support the Government’s Information Society Initiative.
6.21 The first of these pilots will be announced when this Green Paper is launched. Each pilot will be analysed carefully and the full strategy will be rolled out progressively over a number of years, allowing plenty of time for feedback and consultation as understanding and acceptance develops.

6.22 The Government expects the savings which would follow from the reduction in paper, the provision of common services and, in particular, from the rationalisation and redesign of Government processes, to more than pay for the new infrastructure required to deliver services electronically. The pilots will provide detailed information which will enable government and industry to quantify more accurately the required investment, the anticipated savings and the expected benefits to the public. In many cases the private sector will fund the pilots themselves in order to obtain the know-how which will enable them to bid with confidence at subsequent competitive tendering stages.

6.23 The results of the pilots will also inform the government’s development of the necessary standards and policies which will provide the framework within which the strategy will be implemented.

Implementing the Strategy

6.24 Implementing the strategy will involve a very large capital investment, and is likely to take five to ten years. Large information technology projects, both in the UK and abroad, have met with mixed results, for example cost and timescale over-runs, and a failure to deliver all the planned benefits. The best value for money will be achieved by balancing the risks involved between public and private sector.

6.25 The Government is determined to protect the taxpayer from technical and programme risks, by placing responsibility for them where they are best able to be managed and controlled, which is in the private sector. Private sector contractors, selected by competitive tendering, will be expected to provide the necessary capital investment themselves, in return for payment only when services of an acceptable standard are delivered to the public. The assessment of public acceptability, technical risks, and costs of particular approaches provided by the pilots will enable the private sector to assume responsibility for these risks without including a substantial risk premium in their price. Soundings taken from industry indicate a readiness to respond
to this challenge. Individual government departments would enter into contractual arrangements with the private sector for the electronic delivery of their services, and would be individually responsible and accountable for public expenditure incurred under these contracts. Money to pay the contractors would come from part of the savings in the cost of government administration (the balance going to the taxpayer). This is the policy that the Government is following more widely within its Private Finance Initiative.

6.26 It will also be necessary, on practical and prudential grounds, to implement the strategy stage by stage (not necessarily with the same contractors at every stage) in order that the risks associated with each stage are strictly limited. Most probably implementation of the strategy would begin with the delivery of the simpler services (such as information provision) before going on to the provision of secure transactions.

6.27 When inviting tenders, opportunities will be given for organisations which already have extensive secure, service delivery systems (such as banks and building societies), to offer to deliver services over their existing systems or modifications to them, if this proves practicable and cost-effective.

What are the implications of implementing the strategy in the way described?

MAKING THE LINK

7.1 References have been made elsewhere in this Green Paper to public access terminals, domestic television sets with connections to telephone lines or Cable TV and other means of delivering services to the public without the use of paper. This section explains in more detail how each of these systems works and, where applicable, how they are used already. They are all subject to the arrangements for safe data handling (for example the use of smart cards) described in the next section “Solving some problems”.

**The domestic television**

Set top boxes already exist which enable a domestic television to be used to access online services such as the Internet over a telephone line. Televisions connected to cable systems may access similar services using the cable connection instead of a telephone line. It is likely that the new television sets which will receive digital television programmes (whether digital satellite or digital terrestrial television) will also have the ability to access online services, either using a set top box or an integrated unit. Information will be received via the digital television channel and information can be sent back using a telephone line. All of these systems could be used to access government services.
The personal computer

Personal computers can link to online services such as the Internet via a normal telephone line or a high speed data link and can be used to access government services both from the home and the place of business. In addition to displaying information on the screen it is also possible, although not yet common, for personal computers to be linked to cable or other kinds of television systems, so that the screen can display either broadcast material or information. All of these arrangements are suitable for the delivery of government services.

Link to computer systems

Companies will be increasingly able to pass routine data directly and automatically from their internal information processing systems to government systems. Information may also pass in the other direction, including requests from Government for the provision of routine information. The information may pass over a telephone line or over a high speed data link.

Banks and building societies

Banks and building societies already provide some of their services through public access terminals located in their front offices. It would be possible in principle for these also to deliver government services.

Public access terminals

Public access terminals are already in regular use for both public and private sector purposes in many countries around the world including the UK. Their design varies widely but usually incorporates a screen which is “touch sensitive” (a “touch screen”). This form of communication may be supplemented by a recorded voice. Some terminals also include a small television camera and microphone so that the customer can talk over a video link to a customer service assistant at a remote location (for example in a government office). The privacy of such a conversation can be increased by providing the terminal with a telephone handset. Many public access terminals include cardreaders so that payments can be made by credit or debit cards, and printers so that information on the screen can be taken away in printed form. In the future, the cardreaders could read the smart cards used to provide electronic signatures. (Refer to the section entitled “Solving some problems”) Terminals may also include document readers that transmit an electronic version of a document presented to them. If the terminal is in a sufficiently secure location, it may also accept cash payments and issue valuable documents such as licences.

SOLVING SOME PROBLEMS

Knowing Who You’re Dealing With

8.1 Electronic services are popular and widely used in many sectors of business. They are usually quicker to use, cheaper and more convenient, but they have meant doing some things differently. Most people are familiar with the idea of a Personal Identification Number (PIN), used to identify the customer at a cash dispenser. The principle is straightforward - combining a piece of information which the machine can read (the account details on the card), with another piece of information which is, or should be, known only to the holder of the account. The bank’s computer checks that Account Number 12345 has a PIN of 5678, and if so dispenses the money.
8.2 What is not recognised generally is that the combination of these two pieces of information does the same job that we used to do with a signature. Where we used to sign a cheque, cash dispensers now accept this “Electronic Signature” instead. We have become familiar with the process, and now find it routine and unsurprising. And it is very useful - many travellers have been delighted to find that the same card, and the same PIN, allow them to get the money they need in foreign countries, because the computer systems are linked.

8.3 Some type of “Electronic Signature” is going to be essential to allow the widespread provision of electronic services by government. Ideally it should be possible to use it for more than one purpose, and ideally it should be possible to use it in other countries. There are several possibilities for doing this, and it is not yet clear which is the best, but there are two broad categories which need to be considered.

8.4 First, we need to consider how people can identify themselves to a computer using only what they can remember. The banks provide us with another ready analogy for this: it is how telephone banking works. When calling up a telephone banking service, from any ordinary telephone, customers identify themselves by answering two or three questions to which only they will know the answer. The questions are drawn, at random, from a longer list of questions and answers which they have previously provided, and it is the series of right answers that provides, in this case, an “Electronic Signature”. It is likely that something of this type will be appropriate for some government services - but only for people who want to use them in this way.

8.5 Secondly, something like a cash dispenser card is going to be needed for dealing with machines like public access terminals or, in the future, with terminals in the home. If people are going to exchange information which may be private or personal with a computer, then they will need to be quite sure that they are linked to the right computer. Conversely, for some transactions government may need a higher level of certainty about the identity of an individual than the arrangements used for telephone banking.

8.6 This could involve the use of “smart cards”. These are now familiar to most people, as petrol companies and retailers are now using them as “loyalty” cards, and banks and telephone companies are beginning to issue them too. They are the same size as a normal bank card, but include a small computer chip.
8.7 The principle of these cards is the same as the older magnetic stripe cards - a piece of information on the card is combined with another piece of information, like a PIN number, to ensure that the right person is using the service. The advantage of the Smart Card is that it is much safer. It is very hard to copy, and it can hold a lot more information, making it much more certain that the right person is using it. As an alternative to the PIN number, some Smart Card systems use what is called a “biometric” - data about a physical characteristic unique to the cardholder which is stored on the card. Examples in current use include the shape of a hand, the pattern of the iris of the eye or a finger or thumb print. The combination of the information on the card with “biometric” information obtained at the time of use, or with the PIN number, provides a high degree of certainty that the card can only be used by the true owner.

8.8 The Government proposes to explore the development of “Electronic Signatures” of both types - card-based signatures, and signatures based on lists of details known only to the individual - to allow citizens or authorised representatives of businesses to sign legally binding statements electronically in transactions with government, just as they currently sign forms or letters. An electronic signature would also provide the means for individuals to check personal information government may hold about them, and to correct it if necessary. A card of this kind is clearly a valuable document and to get one might require the same kind of identity checks as are needed to obtain a passport today.

8.9 But of course, just like cash dispensers or telephone banking, only people who wish to use services in this way would need smart cards or electronic signatures. People who prefer the current way of doing business could carry on doing so, but just as with the banking, it is expected that the electronic way will become more popular in time.

8.10 Smart cards in particular open up other possibilities - the cards can be used for more than one purpose. Just as credit cards are accepted today by some airlines as boarding cards for flights, making life easier for frequent travellers, so it would be possible for an “Electronic Signature” card to be used for more than one purpose. It would be possible for the electronic signature used for banking to be the same as the one for dealings with government. Alternatively, it would be possible for the same
card to hold two or more electronic signatures: one recognised by government, and another recognised by a bank, and so on. It would also be possible for a card to contain other kinds of data (emergency medical data such as blood groups or allergies, for example). If such data were stored, it would be done in a way that prevented it being accessible to machines reading an electronic signature and vice versa.

8.11 What is clear, however, is that electronic signatures of some form are already part of everyday life, and can be expected to be more so in the future. They will be cheaper and more convenient for many transactions. The Government intends to carry out evaluations of available systems and conduct trials to find out the type of electronic signature which works best, and which is most convenient for people to use.

*What are the implications of using electronic signatures in transactions with government?*

*What are the implications of electronic signature cards having additional functions (e.g. to carry electronic signatures recognised by private sector organisations, to carry medical or other personal data)?*

**Protecting Individuals’ Interests**

8.12 People obtaining government services by electronic means, and people about whom government departments exchange personal information, will want to be assured that their interests - such as their reputations, their finances, their entitlements and their prospects in life - are properly safeguarded. Information about them must not be misused, wrongly disclosed, accidentally revealed or fraudulently obtained. This requires proper handling of data in accordance with data protection law, and use of appropriate technical measures to ensure its physical safety.

**Data protection**

8.13 The handling of computerised data in the UK is currently regulated by the Data Protection Act 1984. Under this act data users, including government departments, have to register with the Data Protection Registrar, and comply with a set of data protection principles, combined with more specific provisions for particular kinds of data. Individuals have rights of access, correction and erasure of inaccurate
information, and of compensation in certain circumstances. The data protection principles - a form of good practice code - cover such matters as:

- fair and lawful obtaining and processing of data,
- specification of the purposes for which it is to be used,
- when it may be disclosed,
- its accuracy and its adequacy,
- physical security.

8.14 All these rights and protections, including physical security, will continue under the EC Data Protection Directive, due to be implemented by October 1998, and some of them will be strengthened. The Government intends that the new methods of service delivery outlined in this Green Paper will be developed in accordance with the requirements of the UK’s international data protection obligations. It will consult the Data Protection Registrar during the development of this strategy - so that the collection, use and disclosure of data can comply with the necessary requirements and meet the necessary standards of protection including physical security. The commitment to consultation on all these issues will apply equally once the EC Data Protection Directive is in force, either with the Registrar or with any successor body.

How can the Government ensure suitable protection for individuals when using the new methods of service delivery?

Physical Security

8.15 People will want to be satisfied that no one will gain access to sensitive information by impersonating them, ‘hacking’ into government computers, or eavesdropping on electronic transactions. The Government has always attached very great importance to ensuring that sensitive personal and commercial information is properly safeguarded. Government computer systems which handle such information at present have a history of very high standards. Financial institutions such as banks, building societies and insurance companies also operate computer systems which handle sensitive data, and some of these systems already provide for the electronic delivery of services. They too have a history of very high standards of data safety. The
Government intends to draw on their expertise and methods as well as its own, to ensure that information continues to be kept safe when electronic service delivery is introduced.

8.16 In particular, the Government intends to adopt the principles underlying the bank card and extend them to the ‘electronic signature’ of government documents, as outlined in the section “Knowing who you are dealing with”. Any smart card issued by government to entitle people to electronic services, would be useless to a thief - the card would only work when combined with a PIN or biometric data, which a thief would not have. No personal data need be stored on the card for it to perform the electronic signature function, and if it was decided that a smart card should carry personal information, it would be in encrypted (or scrambled) form.

8.17 Banks and other financial institutions test their computer systems rigorously to ensure that there is no means of access for the expert criminal - the hacker. Government already tests its own computer systems in the same way, and proposes to work with internationally respected experts to ensure that the new systems for electronic service delivery are tested thoroughly.

8.18 Highly sensitive information in electronic transactions with government would be encrypted (scrambled) when it was passed over public telecommunications systems, to prevent eavesdropping. This would also ensure that the electronic messages are both genuine and have not been altered. It is what banks do at present to protect financial transactions. Additionally, encryption can contribute to protecting against hackers.

8.19 Some of the measures providing the greatest protection for information may carry penalties in terms of cost or inconvenience, and it may not be appropriate to treat all information in the same way. A banking metaphor may be appropriate. Most people would be happy to keep a small sum of money under the clock on the mantelpiece; most people would expect to keep a large sum of money in a bank or building society. Similarly with information: some may not be particularly important and need only routine safeguards; some may be particularly valuable or private and so need special protection; some may not be particularly important in isolation, but may become important when combined with other information or aggregated. The Government intends to draw on the response to this Green Paper and the results of its
pilot projects in assessing which approaches are most appropriate to different circumstances.

_What technical measures are needed to ensure public confidence in the electronic handling of information?_

**Data Donors**

8.20 Some kinds of transactions with government require the customer to provide documents produced by other organisations. For example, obtaining a new tax disc for a car when paying Vehicle Excise Duty requires provision of an insurance certificate and, if the vehicle is more than three years old, an MoT test certificate. For such transactions to take place at an electronic terminal, it is necessary to replace the certificates by the electronic transfer of properly authenticated information. This would mean that, when a tax disc was applied for, the existence of a suitable insurance policy and a current test certification would be checked using information stored on databases without the need to examine paper certificates. In this example, motor insurance companies and MoT test centres would act as “data donors”, providing information to enable a transaction between government and the customer to go ahead. Smart cards may provide a means of authenticating some of the data and transactions. Such a system would also help to reduce insurance evasion, contribute to improvements in road safety, and possibly lead to a reduction in insurance premiums.

8.21 Some transactions with government (e.g. to claim a benefit) require proof of financial circumstances. This might be provided by one or more financial institutions such as a bank or a building society. Clearly, such institutions cannot send information about their customers to government on a regular basis. However, an arrangement might be put in place whereby a customer could authorise government, using their smart card, to request specific data from financial institutions. Arrangements would have to be put in place between government and financial institutions, to enable such authenticated requests to be forwarded and responses supplied to government, perhaps with a copy going to the customer.

_What are the implications of the concept of the “data donor”?_
REAPING THE BENEFITS

Benefits for the Citizen

9.1 This section describes some examples of how services might appear to the individual citizen when they are delivered in paperless form. They are necessarily preliminary rather than definitive descriptions, and the services eventually delivered nationwide must be expected to appear different in respect of many detailed (and perhaps some substantial) aspects. This will be a natural consequence both of learning from the pilot schemes which the Government intends to launch, and of giving private sector contractors every opportunity to propose innovative ways of delivering services. Nevertheless, they should serve to give a general impression of what the strategy is intended to deliver to the citizen.

9.2 All of the services will be accessible and easy to use. They will be available via terminals, either in the home or in convenient public places such as libraries, post offices and shopping centres. And they will be available alongside a full range of other services, including Citizen’s Charter information, thus providing an electronic “one-stop-shop” for Government. They will provide interactive guidance as users work through questionnaires and forms, making them simpler and quicker to use than paper-based forms. The services could also be available over an extended working day and at weekends, and for 24 hours a day, seven days a week where appropriate. Responses will be as near to immediate as practicable, and where an immediate response is not available, it will be possible to obtain electronic reports of progress. The services will be linked so that it will not normally be necessary to tell government the same information (for example, about a change of address) more than once.

9.3 Citizens will have greater ease of access to the information that government holds about them, and be able to check it and initiate correction if necessary.

Job Seekers
Jobcentres receive information from the Employment Service database of vacancies. In the future, employers could also notify the Jobcentres of their vacancies using electronic mail. All of these vacancies could be displayed on computer terminals at the Jobcentre or in the home, or on Public Access Terminals, and the process of locating relevant opportunities would be faster and simpler.

Vehicle licence renewal
After identifying themselves to the vehicle licensing system using their electronic signature, the customer would see a display of existing information about their vehicle (e.g. their name and address and vehicle colour). They would be invited to make any necessary amendments and then confirm the
information using their electronic signature. Payment would be made using a credit or debit card and the licence would be sent by post. Public access terminals in secure locations such as post offices might also accept payment in cash and print out the licence on the spot. There would be no need to produce insurance or MoT certificates. Information on current insurance policies and MoT test results could be accessed by the licensing agency from MoT and insurance databases as it was needed. (Alternatively, the garages and Insurance companies might have lodged the information electronically with the licensing agency).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Links will develop a wide range of educational courses which can be accessed remotely via Personal Computers and a telephone line. Some course material is already available. It is possible to participate without the need to leave home or the workplace - reducing the cost of training and delivering new skills benefits to the citizen and employer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income tax returns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After identifying themselves to the Inland Revenue system the customer would see a display of relevant information already held about them. This would include information concerning sources of income already known about and information about allowances that would not change very frequently (e.g. marital status). They would be invited to correct any of the information that was wrong or out of date, and then provide other information about their income, expenses and other allowable outgoings. If the customer was not sure about the answer to a question, then it would be possible to enter a question and answer dialogue with the system, designed to ensure that the right information was provided. When all the necessary information had been provided and confirmed (i.e. signed electronically), either an assessment of tax liability would be displayed immediately, or the customer would be told when such an assessment would be ready for electronic delivery.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claiming a benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers would have access to terminals and, through a series of questions and answers, be able to have general information about benefits to which they may be entitled. From the same terminal, after confirming identity, they could submit and certify electronically information which is relevant to their claims.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checking personal information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After identifying themselves to the system, individuals would be able to see the information held about them by government departments and agencies, as provided by data protection law. They would be able to correct and amend it electronically, and authenticate the amended information with their electronic signature.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizen’s Charter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All of the information on public services which the Citizen’s Charter requires to be provided would be available from public access terminals. The Citizen’s Charter Unit will also make it easier for people to send suggestions and complaints about public services by setting up a page on the World Wide Web.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.4 In addition to improvements in service delivery, the proposals in this Green Paper will help citizens to involve themselves more in the democratic process. Both Citizen’s Charter information and basic statutory information will be widely accessible electronically. Also, the increasing use of e-mail by government will make it easier for them to request and receive information, under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information, about the facts and analysis on which policy proposals are based. E-mail will also make it easier for people to contribute views to
the policy making process. And they will benefit from improvements in administrative efficiency, for example in the criminal justice system.

How might electronic service delivery be arranged to bring the greatest benefits to the citizen?

Benefits for Business

9.5 In parallel to the previous section, this describes how the new forms of service delivery might appear to the user, in this case to businesses. Quick and efficient delivery to business of Government information services and regulatory requirements is crucial for our prosperity and competitiveness. In particular, businesses need to be able to find out quickly and easily what Government requirements apply to them, and what Government assistance may be available. Although much guidance already exists in paper form, obtaining it can be a difficult and resource intensive task, not least because of the multiplicity of sources which may need to be contacted. Getting hold of the information can be especially difficult for small businesses, and can represent a barrier to market entry for people starting a business. Paper-based information systems can also rapidly become out of date.

9.6 As before, the means of service delivery to businesses which are eventually adopted nation wide, are likely to differ in detail and perhaps in some more substantial respects, from the descriptions given here, and for the same reasons. Nevertheless, these examples should serve to give a clear impression of how businesses should be able to deal with government in the future. Some examples relate specifically to regulatory guidance and government forms, others relate to revenue collection and general Government information.

Access to regulatory information

As part of the Government’s Deregulation Initiative, a prototype system has been developed to provide computer based access to government information and, earlier this year, it was successfully demonstrated to businesses and their advisers. On the basis of this prototype the Government plans to develop a co-ordinated programme under which Departments will progressively make their regulatory guidance available through the Internet. This will greatly simplify businesses’ task by providing a regulatory one-stop-shop. The service will also enable businesses to print off official forms and will ultimately be adapted to enable electronic completion and return of forms. The Government is also discussing with private organisations the opportunities for them to add commercial navigation aids that will enable individual business to find quickly the regulations that apply to them.

Health and Safety at Work
An electronic catalogue called 'Bookfinder' will be available on the Internet. This will list all health and safety information and guidance, and will allow orders to be sent directly to the mail order distributor, HSE Books. Short, free leaflets will be made available on an on-line system to allow immediate access to information. Eventually all safety information and guidance will be available in electronic form.

**Access to Market Information**
Companies will be able to access regularly updated Overseas Trade Services information on the UK's top export markets. All the Foreign and Commonwealth Office posts in these markets will have electronic links, and video conferencing facilities will be available. Initially these facilities would be in Government Offices and Business Links, and would be linked with major commercial posts overseas. Electronic attendance at overseas conferences would be possible.

**Taxation**
The Inland Revenue and Customs and Excise already interact with businesses electronically to some extent. Increasingly they are together aiming to exploit Electronic Data Interchange - the exchange of electronic messages in a predefined format - to simplify processes and reduce costs. For example, the Inland Revenue will soon allow taxpayers’ agents to lodge tax returns electronically via a messaging service, and will issue some information to them by the same route. Customs and Excise already uses EDI to handle data on trade statistics and some customs procedures. Eventually, all information passing between the departments and businesses will be capable of being handled electronically. There will be increased automation, allowing routine information flows to occur without human intervention on either side; and correspondence will be sent and received as email. For smaller businesses, this will include the opportunity to send information such as VAT returns electronically.

**National Statistics**
All of the statistical returns required by the Office for National Statistics will be capable of being submitted electronically. Where appropriate, businesses will be able to link their systems directly to those of the ONS so that statistics are collected without manual intervention. All data services from the ONS will be delivered on the Internet.

**Government information**
In partnership with private sector providers, the wealth of information collected by government will be collated and made available, in forms appropriate to assist business and the citizen. This will exclude information about individual people and individual businesses, although data about these may, of course, be aggregated into anonymous statistics. It should be possible to take any location in the UK and have access electronically to all the government information that relates to that location. For example, on the transport infrastructure (how long will it take to get goods to the channel ports?) on the local labour market, on education and health services, on environmental planning guidelines (where could a new building be sited?) and on the availability of grants and benefits - to name but a handful of examples. The data provided in this way will also be available to private sector firms to use to produce commercial information products tailored to particular uses.

**The Inland Revenue, Contributions Agency and HM Customs and Excise ‘Touchscreen’ project**
A ‘Touchscreen’ pilot project between the three Departments will make a range of information available to citizens from a single point in public areas. These areas might be banks, airports, Post Offices, or public libraries.

**Companies information**
Companies will be able to lodge their annual reports and accounts with Companies House electronically and receive from Companies House similar information on any company registered in the UK.

**Contributions Agency**
Businesses will benefit from quicker and more responsive CA inspector surveys. A new hi-tech laptop system known as the Peripatetic Inspectors Laptop System (PILS) stores all the technical information required by CA inspectors to complete the calculations involved in survey work. Nationwide paperwork will be reduced and time saved as survey records are completed on screen. CA inspectors will be able to carry out the full range of duties from any location using PILS.

9.7 As with the citizen, all of these services will be accessible, responsive and easy to use. Some of these will be available at public access terminals, and also via existing terminals in the place of business. Larger businesses will be able to link their information systems directly with those of Government, so that routine information can pass automatically without manual intervention.

9.8 Making government information available electronically will help business decision making and competitiveness. In addition, new, information-based services will be developed by the private sector, based on government information, and this will create new businesses and jobs. The potential economic and public service benefits of providing such an information service are very great and are key factors in government’s current considerations of the future management of Crown copyright.

*How might electronic service delivery be arranged to bring the greatest benefits to business?*

**Benefits for the Taxpayer**

9.9 The Government is determined that, in addition to providing better services to businesses and the citizen, the strategy outlined in this Green Paper should also benefit all taxpayers by reducing the cost of government administration. The cost savings will come from eliminating manpower-intensive handling of paper, from government departments and agencies sharing common facilities and data and, most importantly, from the rationalisation and redesign of government processes. This will benefit the Exchequer and hence all taxpayers, and allow lower fees for some licences and other services for which the citizen pays directly. Reflecting the lower cost of electronic services in lower fees for those services (compared to the parallel paper service) would encourage their use and hence promote the achievement of savings.

9.10 Finally, the development of new information products based on the freer availability of government information will benefit the national economy, and hence the taxpayer, by the generation of new sources of revenue.
How might electronic service delivery be arranged to bring the greatest benefits to the tax payer?

What are the implications of pricing electronic services differently from conventional services?

MOVING AHEAD

10.1 The Government invites comments on this Green Paper until 7th February 1997 (see INTRODUCTION for information on where to send comments). In particular the Government would like to receive views on:

- Paragraph 4.5 - How valuable would it be to have unified service delivery from different levels and types of Government body?
- Paragraph 5.8 - Are the principles set out in paragraphs 5.2 to 5.8 the right principles on which to found the strategy?
- Paragraph 6.7 - What are the implications of delivering government services electronically direct to the public?
- Paragraph 6.7 - Where might public access terminals be most conveniently located?
- Paragraph 6.7 - How important are electronic “one stop shops”, twenty four hour access and near instantaneous response?
- Paragraph 6.12 - What are the implications of service rationalisation?
- Paragraph 6.12 - What kinds of information would it be convenient to be able to tell government only once?
- Paragraph 6.12 - What are the implications of sharing data between government departments?
- Paragraph 6.12 - What benefits would follow from the wider use of e-mail for communication between government and the public?
- Paragraph 6.16 - Are any difficulties caused by the present Crown Copyright arrangements and if so how might they be reduced or removed?
• Paragraph 6.17 - What government information should be made available to the public electronically and in what form?

• Paragraph 6.18 - How can the electronic provision of information best support the principles of the Citizen’s Charter?

• Paragraph 6.27 - What are the implications of implementing the strategy in the way described?

• Paragraph 8.11 - What are the implications of using electronic signatures in transactions with government?

• Paragraph 8.11 - What are the implications of electronic signature cards having additional functions (e.g. to carry electronic signatures recognised by private sector organisations, to carry medical or other personal data)?

• Paragraph 8.14 - How can the Government ensure suitable protection for individuals when using the new methods of service delivery?

• Paragraph 8.19 - What technical measures are needed to ensure public confidence in the electronic handling of information?

• Paragraph 8.21 - What are the implications of the concept of the “data donor”?

• Paragraph 9.4 - How might electronic service delivery be arranged to bring the greatest benefits to the citizen?

• Paragraph 9.8 - How might electronic service delivery be arranged to bring the greatest benefits to business?

• Paragraph 9.10 - How might electronic service delivery be arranged to bring the greatest benefits to the tax payer?

• Paragraph 9.10 - What are the implications of pricing electronic services differently from conventional services?

10.2 The Government will need to consider the comments received and, in some cases, discuss them with their originators. The Government will then announce the results of the consultation exercise and its response to the comments received. In parallel with the consultation exercise, the Government will be launching a number of
pilot schemes in partnership with industry in order to assess public reaction, risks and costs. It is likely to be a year or 18 months before the results of these can be properly assessed. The Government will then be able to announce its firm intentions for the implementation of the strategy.